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1995 Computer Diver

Why Did I Do Computer Diver?
After years of creative dive planning and manipulating the tables I decided it was time to
use computer to their max and train divers in their use. What is interesting about dive
computers is the fact they credit you as you ascend with the release of nitrogen. What I
was doing was introducing this program in my open water diver classes. See a dive table
today called Recreational Dive planners do exactly as they say dive planner, well plans
your dive. Even with the development of the RDP ml we still have a problem, it is a
planner. So like them to get an idea of what I will be able to do. But as for the dive, well
we all know that the best laid out plans fall apart. So learning to plan all my dives with the
planner and then follow them closely with the computers allows me to maximize my
bottom time. In most cases we can get better than an hour from every dive. So in this
specialty I want to teach diver to plan safe recreational dives and then use the computer
to stay with in those limits. But id something made me change plans, my knowledge of my
computer would allow me to continue without any problems. In a nut shell to use a
computer you follow it and as it gets close to decompression time you come up say 15 to
20 feet. Well now it will give you credit for off gassing from the deeper part of the dive. As
the new depth gets close to deco you just come up some more and bingo you have more
bottom time. With this you can manage to maximize all your dives, just watch your air
closely.

